New FONIX® Integrated Probe Microphone

for the 8000 Hearing Aid Test System and the FP35 Portable Hearing Aid Analyzer

**Smaller... Lighter... More Adjustable...**

- Small detachable reference microphone
- Above the ear placement increases test accuracy
- Raised shelf. More room for the hearing aid!
- Adjustable vertically by 1.5 inches
- Pivots ±15 degrees for easier probe placement
- Guide for easy probe attachment
- Half the weight of the current probe system!

The new Integrated Probe Microphone comes standard with any new 8000 Hearing Aid Test System or FP35 Portable Hearing Aid Analyzer with the Real-Ear Option. It can also be retrofitted onto existing 8000 or FP35 systems.

*M767 Integrated probe microphone - 10 ft. cable*